Digital Policing NOW!
Real-Time Cross Border Data Sharing, Perpetual Intelligence,
Crime Analytics, Predictive Analysis, Time Sensitive CCTV
Investigation, Facial Recognition & Proximity Communications
______________________________________________________________________________________________

Share Critical Data, in Real-time, Across Jurisdictional Boundaries
CommSmart Global Group, a LexisNexis Risk Solutions Partner, introduces to you, LENSS
(Law Enforcement Network Sharing Solution). Some history might assist you with facts
why it is the only cross-border instantaneous intelligence sharing solution globally. As you
know we must be reminded of history and why we use certain aspects of prior reasoning.
Knowledge which is collected, documented information saves Police Officers lives and solves
crime expeditiously and cost-effectively.
The index card to some is so old school you might have forgotten about. In 1883, the London
Metropolitan Police knew the power of that index card and how useful it was. For decades it
was used in all law enforcement and was the key to documented policing prior to any police
computer system. It wasn’t until 1960 that someone realized how powerful that index card was.
So many index cards were being created they required a collator, a civilian, who created usable
information feeding the incident room with current information.
Here is how history shows us:

Simple index cards
created for and by
officers to assist all with
their department.

Collated Index cards were used to document
information in the assassination of JFK.
Index cards have played such an important role
in crime fighting that is why in the creation of
LENSS (Law Enforcement Network Sharing
Solution) it has been so successful in sharing
cross-border information, which allows officers to
be better prepared and protected.
Today, cross-border crime information sharing
was non-existent until now! Yes, proactive police
department tools that are agnostic to what
devices it can be used on.
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Shared Indexed Information via ‘Subject Packets’ Is More Than the Key!
Firstly, what is a ‘Subject Packet’? it is a digital means to collate all information regarding
individuals of interest, arrestees, incidents, traffic stops, Field Interview Reports, Stop & Frisk
Information etc. This is then digitally sharable instantaneously with others who have collectively
filed individual reports that match information/data within the existing filed indexed information.
Sharing is a cross-border protocol, meaning all, even globally if administratively required.
Information or the storing of information, has always been an issue. In policing we live or die on
facts, facts that have been written down at the time of the incident or arrest and then being able
to refer to them for the completion of the case. Most times, they are filed away and will never
see the light of day until someone goes fishing, which takes time and draws frustration. This is
so negative to not allow this information availability to others, it will save lives and protect
officers who now know who they are speaking with, their background and real name. So much
more than is available in the majority of agencies today.
Where have we gone wrong? Placing information in silos and not allowing others to see vital
information is nonsensical, is it not? It hampers the solving of the crime and is costing an
inordinate amount of the depleted budget, which you can ill afford!
CommSmart Global Group, a LexisNexis Risk Solutions Partner, is not an outside
enterprise that does not have previous and up-to-date working knowledge of global policing.
Our ability to look in from the outside with logical business practices, fully understanding the
inner workings of law enforcement agencies is second to none. Our team in the majority are
former law enforcement personnel, working in street crime, narcotics, gangs, fraud, counterterrorism with major agencies globally, and the FBI.
The challenges have been exacerbated by budget reductions at a time they are desperately
needed and spent wisely. Proactivity is so necessary and will be achieved with valuable collected
data/information being made available, securely to officers, right to the palm of their hand,
either their Smartphone, Tablet or Laptop computer.
LENSS is a proven success which is affordable and installable without time constraints. This is
the law enforcement revolution you have been seeking. Have your law enforcement agency
speak with us and request a digital demonstration.
If you wish a full Digital Policing Symposium for you and your surrounding agencies,

let’s do it!
Take a look at more information
There a series of videos that will
show you just some of the success
and uses of LENSS.

Do Not Let Another Day Go
By Without Investigating
How You Can Radically
Improve Your Knowledge!
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